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                Clare Hall is a college for advanced study at the University of Cambridge. Located …            
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            Why study here?        

                    
                One of only two wholly postgraduate colleges in Cambridge, Clare Hall is also the …            
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            Fellowships        

                    
                Joining our college community as a Research Fellow, Visiting Fellow or Postdoctoral Member presents …            
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                Explore our community members’ profiles and find details on Clare Hall’s GSB Committee, staff …            
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            Conferencing and events        

                    
                Clare Hall has a number of rooms that are available for public hire, allowing …            
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A college for advanced study at the University of Cambridge





Study at Clare Hall




Apply for a Visiting Fellowship




Work at Clare Hall
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Clare Hall is a graduate college renowned for its informal approach to college life and its international diversity, located at the heart of the University of Cambridge.















A welcome message from our President, Professor Alan Short




Clare Hall was founded specifically for researchers and postgraduate students, who are at the centre of our community along with visiting scholars, Fellows, postdoctoral affiliates, and our staff. The College is in part modelled on the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, envisaged as such from its foundation by Clare College in 1966.




A critically important part of our vision is the largest programme for visiting academics in either university – some 50 Visiting Fellows join us annually, based in the College from three months to a year. In fact, the idea of Clare Hall was in part born out of the historical exclusion of students’ and Fellows’ partners and families from the daily life of the traditional colleges.





Read more
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                EMBA student Steven Lu raises over £10,000 for diversity and inclusion!            

        
        
            8 April 2024                            
                
                    College life                
                    

        
            Last Thursday, Clare Hall EMBA student Steven Lu, alongside coursemates David Shan and Bo …
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                PhD student Ange La Furcia awarded Honorable Mention in SSSP Student Paper Competition Award            

        
        
            5 April 2024                            
                
                    Students                
                    

        
            Our warmest congratulations to PhD student Ange La Furcia, who has been awarded the …
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                Professor Barbara Sahakian invited to The Queen’s reception at Clarence House            

        
        
            28 March 2024                            
                
                    Fellows                
                    

        
            Barbara Sahakian, Fellow of Clare Hall and Professor of Clinical Neuropsychology in the Department …
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                Dr Anthony Harris wins British Academy (Neil Ker Memorial Fund) two-year research grant            
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            Clare Hall Research Fellow Dr Anthony Harris has been awarded a two-year funded research …
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                Tutorial news: 12 Clare Hallers graduate            

        
        
            26 March 2024                            
                
                    Students                
                    

        
            We were delighted to welcome a cohort of Clare Hall graduands for a ceremony at the …
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                Dr William McMahon discovers the Earth’s oldest fossilised forest            

        
        
            15 March 2024                            
                
                    Fellows                
                    

        
            Dr William McMahon (Clare Hall Research Fellow) and Professor Neil Davies (Churchill College) have …
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                Daniel H. Weiss, President Emeritus of the Met, presents the 2024 Ashby Lecture            

        
        
            11 March 2024                            
                
                    College life                
                    

        
            We were honored to welcome Daniel H. Weiss as our speaker for the 2024 …
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                Clare Hall Thursdays Lunchtime Talks             
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                                    Thursday 14 March – Thursday 23 May 2024, 1pm                            

            


                                            
    
        
            
                Ondes Martenot and Theremin concert by Charlie Draper with Patrick Hemmerlé            
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                                    Saturday 27 April 2024, 7.30pm                            
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                                    Wednesday 15 May 2024, 7pm                            
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The College sits in tranquil surroundings to the west of Cambridge. Our grounds and modernist architecture provide the perfect environment for our members to study and build new friendships.





Explore the College map




Learn more
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                Find us

                
                    Clare Hall

Herschel Road

Cambridge CB3 9AL

United Kingdom                

            

            
                Contact us

                
                    	
                                Tel +44 (0)1223 332360
                            
	
                                Fax +44 (0)1223 332333
                            
	
                                porters@clarehall.cam.ac.uk
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking 'Accept all', you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit 'Cookie settings' to provide a controlled consent.
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        This site doesn't support Internet Explorer, so some pages might not look correct and some functionality might not work as expected.
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